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2nd Meeting of the Landscape, Wildlife & Land Management Thematic Working Group 

11 May 2016 09:30hrs, Kirkcudbright Council Offices, Daar Road.   

Minutes 

 

Attendees 

Adrian Pringle DGC - Landscape Architect 
Callum Sinclair Scottish Natural Heritage 
Chris Rollie   RSPB 
Emily Taylor Crichton Carbon Centre 
Jamie Ribbens Galloway Fisheries Trust 
Karen Morley DGC – Countryside Services 
Lucie Stewart SEPA 
McNabb Laurie Galloway Glens Development Officer (Chair) 
Oscar Yerburgh Barwhillanty Estates 
Peter Norman DGC - Biodiversity Officer 
Wendy Fenton GSA Biosphere 

 

1. Welcome  

ML welcomed all to the meeting, with everyone introducing themselves to all present.  

 

It was noted that Emily Taylor was the Chairman of the working group, also sitting on the Galloway Glens 

Partnership Board, providing a link between the Board and the group. Emily was happy for McNabb Laurie 

to chair this meeting on her behalf.  

 

2. Minutes from last meeting 

The minutes from the April 2016 meeting were noted. 

 

3. Scheme Update 

ML gave a brief update on the developments in the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership since the last 

meeting. This included: 

 The first meeting had been held of the Partnership Board. 

 Community engagement efforts had begun and were ongoing. 
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 The Expression of Interest form had been published to allow any interested person to submit a 

project idea. 

 The branding had been agreed for the project – demonstrating the project’s independence from 

any particular partner. 

 All work is towards the deadline of Summer 2017 when we aim to submit the Stage 2 application 

to Heritage Lottery Fund, with the attached suite of projects that will be undertaken.  

 

4. Agreeing the challenges 

Attendees approved the content of the circulated papers outlining the challenges facing these sectors, with 

discussion noting the following points 

 This project, and any profile/publicity, may make an opportunity to engage landowners on land 

management opportunities generally, there have been some significant issues in recent years e.g. 

larch removal 

 Projects should be ambitious but also realistic. Market forces are a vital part of land management 

and changes proposed to, for example, forestry, must be aware of the broader perspective of being 

viable economically and also acknowledge national aims – e.g. increase forestry planting.  

 Forestry was a massive economic driver in the area and this should be acknowledged when 

considering projects to take place. 

 A possible opportunity was discussed for training of local SRDP accredited farm assessors. A skills 

gap exists at the moment in this area, with current practitioners often having a strong business side 

but not a good environmental knowledge. 

 Discussion took place over the ‘access’ question which was agreed to be very broad and a resultant 

project might best be targeted ‘viewpoints’ or sites agreed to be the most important locally.  

 The Heritage skills audit could include ‘dark sky’ training – possibly resulting in ‘Galloway Glens’ 

guides, akin to rangers  

 Forestry focus was adjudged by some to be not on expansion as it might have been 30 years ago, 

but was now looking at ‘restructure’.  

 It should be acknowledged that the Galloway Glens was not going to change national policy but was 

an opportunity for demonstration projects and illustrating best practice. 
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5. Exploratory Work  

ML referred attendees to the circulated papers, highlighting the proposed studies that were going to take 

place. Attendees raised the following points from a landscape, wildlife and land management perspective: 

Landscape Character Review & Forestry study 

 This would benefit from genuine engagement with the local community through its drafting. It 

was suggested that social media be used to gather opinions – favourite ‘views’ etc. 

 Ironside Farrow was mentioned as a practice that had done some very interesting landscape 

assessment in Dumfries. 

 Opportunity for input during Spring Fling? Seeking visitor’s opinions on what makes the 

landscape special 

 In 1998 SNH did a landscape assessment of the UK as a whole. It is being renewed now but to 

only the basic level of detail. This study should complement that. 

 In the 1930s schoolchildren in the area were involved in a ‘Land Utilisation Survey’. Following 

this format could be interesting for comparison purposes. 

 The human interest stories are important – “what do you treasure about your landscape” 

 It was recommended that Anna Johnson, DGS Scenic Areas Officer, be involved. 

 Other topics mentioned included interesting geological features such as glacial erratics: e.g. 

Wolfstone, Bruce’s Stone etc. and the ‘mythology’ around these.  

 

Skills, Training & Economic Opportunities Audit 

 It was noted that recent Peatland Restoration works had required the import of expertise from 

outside the area. Often these are very specialist activities but could be considered a ‘heritage’ 

skill 

 Indicators of a training shortfall could be more informal and slightly more unorthodox – e.g. 

accident admissions at hospital due to certain activities etc. 

 ‘Skills rings’ were mentioned as a historical way that skills were shared amongst a co-operative 

of people or farms etc. These should be considered when assessing ‘economic opportunities’ 

 It was suggested that Nature conservation skills should be considered ‘heritage’ skills as they 

impact the natural landscape and therefore heritage  
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 Sulwath Connections undertook lime mortar training – it would be interesting to know where 

the students ended up 

 Forestry Strategy of putting timber into buildings – has resulted in a boost to work in this area. 

This could be a sector that would benefit from some dedicated training – classed as ‘modified 

timber’ skills 

 

Migratory Fish Feasibility & Arctic Char reintroduction feasibility study 

 The migratory fish study will focus on the potential for work at Tongland, considering Salmon 

smolt and Eel migration out of the system.  

 Licensing issues must be acknowledged through the study 

 Scottish Power is obviously a key partner in the migratory fish project and the brief will have to 

be agreed with Scottish Power. 

 It is proposed that the study looks at possible operational and physical options to improve fish 

escapement if the desk top study considers there is a significant problem 

 7-20 years Eel migration return period 

 No work could be considered on any project on this topic without these studies giving a clear 

endorsement 

 The Char project will consider whether Loch Grannoch water quality and spawning/nursery 

burn are suitable for char to be introduced back into the loch, having died out previously due to 

acidification.  

 

Loch Ken Fisheries Study 

 It should be stressed that the study is on the broader issue of Loch Ken and the fishery 

population as a whole. There will be mention of Crayfish in the study but this study is to look at 

the broader fishery question.  

 This was agreed to be an important document as the Galloway Glens as a whole starts to 

consider opportunities and projects to increase the usage of Loch Ken. 
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Heritage Interpretation Study 

 The remit of the study must be realistic and when assessing the current heritage assets, other 

factors should be considered including land ownership etc. 

 

Natural Flood Management Study 

 Tweed valley was cited as a potential example of Natural Flood Management techniques in 

action – also the Nith pilot project. 

 Not everywhere in the Galloway Glens project area is appropriate for NFM projects, noting the 

highly managed nature of the downstream area. 

 It was noted that Natural Flood Management depends on a number of often local factors – 

ground water flows, topography etc.  

 It was stressed that Natural Flood Management was not the ‘magic bullet’ for an area faced 

with flooding, and at best it can work with engineering solutions.  

 It was best described as ‘reconnecting the river with its floodplain’ 

 As with the fish studies, it was agreed that no project could be pursued without this study and 

a potential outcome could be that there was no scope for natural flood management work.  

 When it comes to any resultant projects, landowner engagement was key. 

 This is a very polarising, emotive subject and so must be handled with tact. It was stressed that 

expectations must be managed on this subject. Attendees looked forward to seeing the study 

outcomes. 

 

Evaluation Study 

 This was felt to be very important and it was suggested that it should include an element of 

volunteer involvement in gathering of data 

 Solway Firth Partnership has done some work in this area recently and should be contacted for 

information. 

 The Biosphere may also have some guidance on baseline data they use, identified gaps etc. 

 

ML sought any other input about studies not on the proposed list. It was suggested that a useful piece of 

work would be to assess Black Grouse populations in the Galloway Glens area, possibly leading to projects 
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supported through the Galloway Glens Scheme. Discussion took place around the table on this point and 

would continue after the meeting. Availability of funding would depend obviously on the cost of the 

aforementioned studies and it was noted that an element of this work might have been done by a number 

of different partners already, with the final challenge being to pull the information together into one place. 

This would be discussed further outside the meeting.  

 

 

6 Projects 

While acknowledging that things were still at an early stage, ML opened discussion out for any particular 

project ideas that could be noted, possibly of interest to the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership: 

 An opportunity had recently been identified for DEFRA funding towards a Peatlands project. ET and 

KM were exploring this further, although there was a very short deadline. This focussed on 

identifying barriers to peatland restoration and bringing peatland into better condition. 

 Environmental improvement works – might be as simple as installation of a theme of benches 

across the Galloway Glens area – acknowledging the importance of the timber industry, designed 

by schools, giving a ‘sense of place’.  

 Loch Ken railway bridge was also mentioned as a potentially under used asset which would open up 

Loch Ken for access.  

 

7 Date & Time of next meeting 

This would be confirmed shortly. 

 

8 AOB & Close  

ML confirmed that he was keen to attend as many meetings or events as possible to publicise the Galloway 

Glens scheme and welcomed any suggested groups to approach. 

 

It was also noted that additional members of the working group were always being sought so any 

suggestions were welcome. ML thanked all for their attendance.  


